
You Will Need:
• counters

• a die

• question cards

How to Play:
The game is played in teams (2-3 people). On each turn, a member of the team rolls the die and the team moves their counter forward 
the number of places shown on the die. If the counter lands on a question mark, the other team gets to ask them a questions from 
one of the question cards.

Correct answers = move 2 spaces forward.

Incorrect answers = move 2 spaces backward.

Place the question cards at the bottom of the pile after asking. The winners are the first team to finish.

Symbols:

= ask a question

= do nothing
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Header 1 (28pt to 36pt) Answers
1. Question one? Select 'Question' from Paragraph Styles.

Answer one. Make sure your answer is indented to the same point as the question. Select 'Answer' from Paragraph Style.                                                            
All answers should be in 'Kalam'.

2. Question two?
This style can be used for a simple question-answer format. The table format, shown below, can be used for resources that include sections and would 
benefit from more structure.

Question Answer Question Answer

1. Question 1; numbers written in manually.
2. Question 2. If your question split across more than 1 line, format the left indent 

and first line left indent to create a hanging paragraph.

a Any answers written by the child should be in 'kalam'. Merge and split question/answer boxes as needed. Align the text 
to the centre.

b 3. Question cells use Twinkl Light Grey for the background.

c

Question Answer

1. Question 1; numbers written in manually.

Any answers written by the child should be in 'kalam'.

Subject  | Year Group | Unit | Lesson Title |  Lesson Number
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